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Abstract This paper presents a scheme to extract
inscriptions from a traditional Chinese painting such that the
inscriptions and the painting can be enjoyed or studied
separately. A two phases morphological operation is used to
remove most content of a painting (i.e. background) which
makes inscriptions to become the principal object in the
remaining image. Since inscriptions are written vertically, we
use the alignment property to construct the center point map
and use it to locate character lines. Character block is formed
by clustering adjacent character lines. The proposed algorithm
has been executed on a set of Chinese paintings and proved its
efficacy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Starting around 4000 B.C. traditional Chinese painting has
developed continuously over a period of more than six
thousand years. Its growth has inevitably reflected the
changes of time and social conditions, hence it becomes one
of the most important and precious historical monument. One
ofthe distinctive characteristics ofChinese painting is the use
of inscriptions in poetry of calligraphy and of special seals as
part of the painting itself. Its significance lies in its ability to
express the theme and artistic conception of the painting
more clearly and deeply while, at the same time, giving great
insight into the artist's individuality, emotions and views on
art and life [1]. Thus while taking pleasure in the content of
Chinese painting, it is also important to enjoy the inscription
and seals at the same time. Thanks to the modem
developments ofmultimedia technology and digital archives
programs, progressively more and more Chinese paintings
and other cultural treasures are digitized.
Consequently, not only they can be preserved and utilized
in the digital era but also they can improve literacy, creativity
and life quality of mankind. In this paper, a novel scheme is
proposed to extract the inscription and seals from a Chinese
painting such that people can enjoy the content of painting
and the inscription separately, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Since
inscriptions on a Chinese painting are similar to texts on an
image, from here on we will refer it as texts.
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The text extraction task on a Chinese painting is a
challenging subject. Firstly, inscriptions were brush-written
by scholar painters, characters usually are not in identical
sizes (as in Fig. 1 (b)) and not necessarily in perfect
alignment either. Secondly, due to long period of time of
original artwork and reproduction technique, it is common
that the acquired painting images suffer the uneven
illumination problem. In addition, inscriptions may be
overwritten on painting content (as in Fig. l(a)) causing
characters and background mixing problem.
Text extractions in gray-tone images usually refers to
binarization problems. Local or adaptive binarization
typically is applied to extract text when it is embedded on
complex background [2]- [4]. Nevertheless, text mixed with
background still is a difficult problem due to many different
intricacies of images. Lately many text-extraction researches
are extended to color images [5]-[O0]. A common approach is
to reduce the number of colors from 24-bit true colors to
principal colors, and text regions are identified from each
principal color plain followed by text regions merging [8]-
[10]. These methods usually require characters are in solid
color and not too small, and background can not be
toocomplicated. Yen et al. [ 1] proposed a method to extract
text printed on dated color postcards. Texts on postcards
suffer problems of text-size too small, uneven illumination,
poor reproduction quality, etc. Although some difficulties are
similar as in this research, but the sizes of text and interline
spacing are more uniform because texts on postcards are
printed.
There is no proposed algorithms can solve all the problems
of text extraction. The complexity of text extraction, to name
a few, lies in the cases that texts mixed with backgrounds,
texts with varying sizes, color, font, and uneven illumination,
etc. Texts extraction in Chinese paintings also faces same
difficulties except the text color. Since inscriptions of
Chinese paintings are always brush-written by black ink, thus
intensity is a good feature for locating texts. In our study, we
use gray-tone images of paintings for text extraction. The
paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the overall
proposed algorithm. Experiments and discussions are in
Section III and finally the conclusion is given.
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Fig. 1. (a) The original Chinese painting, (b) the extracted text, and (c) after enhancing intensity of background pixels.
II. THE ALGORITHM
There are many different styles of traditional Chinese
paintings. In here, we are only interested in those paintings
such that the painting, referring as background, is primary
and inscription, referring as text or foreground, is secondary
in the whole painting. An Inscription on a painting is written
by Chinese calligraphy in ink, it could include a piece of
poem, or simply the name of the painter, or both. Generally
speaking, the area of inscriptions on a painting is not more
than 5% of total area of a painting for most of cases. Since
texts are darker than the background, we first make those
background pixels brighter to enhance the difference between
text and background. The image is first converted from RGB
into HSI, then for every pixel,
if (1>115)or(I>90andS>0.125) then I<-(1.25)*I (1)
where I, S are intensity, saturation values ofpixels on HSI
model.
According to our observation, ifa pixel is bright enough, i.e. I
> 1 15, or not so bright but it is saturated, i.e. 12 90 and S >
0.125, then it is very possible to be a background pixel. The
result of applying Eq. (1) is as shown in Fig. 1(c). Details are
described in the following.
A. Background Removal
Two phases morphological reconstruction is used to
reconstruct most of background. Then the goal of removing
irrelevant background can be achieved by the difference of
the original image and the rebuilt image. Since the
background is brighter than the text, thus background is
reconstructed by erosion. Given two gray-scale images, a
marker image M and a reference image R of the same size
with intensity of every pixel on M is not less than the
intensity of corresponding pixel on R, to reconstruct R from
M by erosion is repeating a process of erosion toM followed
by a point wise maximization with R until M is stable [ 12].
In most of traditional Chinese paintings, inscriptions are
hardly connecting to four sides neither on the lower center
region of a painting. Thus the reference image R is the gray
scale image from the enhanced image, and the marker image
Ml is a white image with pixels of four sides and the region,
located in the lower 55% to the bottom of the height and the
center 40% of the width as shown in Fig. 2 (a), to have the
same gray values as in R. The details are given below.
Phase 1: let II be the reconstructed image of reference R and
marker Ml. Binarize 11 with the threshold t*0.75 where t is
the threshold obtained from image I, by Otsu's method [13].
Image 12 is binarized mage I, with small blocks removed. A
block is small if number of pixels within such block is not
more than 50. Fig. 2 (a), (b), (c) show images of marker MI,
1I, and '2 respectively. As can be seen in II, those large and
dark blocks are primary elements of the painting, or primary
elements of the background. To further remove background,
we add these primary elements into the marker and redo the
morphological reconstruction. In obtaining 12, threshold is
lowered and small blocks are removed in order to exclude
those text mixed with background.
Phase 2: Define the second marker image M2 such that those
pixels that in Ml or in '2 have the same gray values as in R.
The marker image M2 is showed in Fig. 2(d). Redo the
reconstruction by erosion to reference image R and marker
image M2.
Let D be the difference of the reference image R and the
reconstructed image from M2 and R. D will be binarized and
the resulted black objects are the potential text. Since most
of background has been removed, now D has most of white
background as seen in Fig. 3(a). In order to avoid the case
that background mixed with text is mistaken as text, the
original threshold value t, is modified according to the ratio
of potential text area. The details of binarization process for
D is described as follows.
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Fig. 3 (a) The difference image D, (b) binarize D using threshold tl, (c) D1, binarize D using threshold t2, (d) D2, noise removal on (c).
* Find the threshold t1 by Otsu's method [13] for D, and
evaluate the ratio ofthe sizes between potential text (black
pixels) and background (white pixels) if D is binarized
using tl. Define a modified threshold value t2 as
t2= t x(l1a-r2) , (2)
where r= min(ratio, 0.11 1), and a> 10 is a constant, 11 is
used in this paper.
* Let DI be the image obtained from the binarized D using
the threshold t2 followed by a size of 2 x 1 opening to
connect broken pieces caused by binarization. As
mentioned in the beginning, the area of text should not
more than 5% of total area of the painting. To be safe, we
allow text area to be as much as IO%, i.e. ratio = (lO% )/
(90%) = 0. 11 1. If it is more than IO% then very possibly it
has taken some background as text. By lowering the
threshold the background mixing with text can be
classified correctly. As in Fig. 3(b) and (c) are the results
ofD binarized using tiand t2 respectively, and the area on
upper left corner shows the effect of the threshold
modification.
* A simple noise removal is applied next. Those small
connected components, number of pixels < 10, will be
removed. In addition, those large connected components,
height > 1/4(height of the painting) or width > 1/8(width
of the painting), are also removed. The result, D2, is
shown on Fig. 3(d).
B. Text Extraction
Due to vertical line up characteristic of inscriptions, using
one point to represent one character, points are roughly in
vertical alignment. From this fact, the vertical line with
maximum number of points on it will be a text line. This line
is used for the fundamental of text lines, and the height of
characters can be estimated from horizontal projection. With
information of location and size of characters, text block can
be located by extending and merging more text lines from this
fundamental line.
1) Locate text lines: Ideally one character corresponds to
exactly one CC, but in fact there are cases that are not what
we have expected. For example, one character breaks into
pieces especially in side-by-side position, or many characters
into one especially in vertical position. The former, an
opening operation with a horizontal SE can help, as the latter,
we define the crossing count, N, to estimate number of
characters in a given CC. For any given CC, let NI, N2, N3 be
the number of encounters from black to white and white to
black in vertical direction at 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 width of such
CC. The crossing count N is the maximum of N1, N2, N3 as
shown in Fig. 4(a). Since numbers of strokes in Chinese
characters vary a lot, we assume approximately there are
more than 2 horizontal strokes in one character, thus if CC
consists of one character then we require that N > 4. The
detailed steps are described below.
(1). Apply a 3 x lopening operation to D2.
(2). Sort all CCs according to widths and define Char_W to
be the median of all widths.
(3). Center Points Map: use points located in the center of a
CC to represent potential characters as shown in Fig. 4(b),
the center point map of Fig. 3(d). For every CC with N, h
and w as its crossing count, height, and width
respectively, do the following:
* if w > 2.5* Char_W or w < 1/4* Char W, then it is
considered as a noise and removed; otherwise
* if (h/w) > 2 and N > 4*(h/w), then this CC will be
represented by Lh/wj+1 points located evenly in the
vertically center of the CC; else there is only one point
in the center of this CC.
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(4). For every vertical line located at y-coordinate as 4k-1, k
= 1, 2, 3, ..., count the total number of points on vertical
lines positioned at y = (4k-1), (4k-1)±1, (4k-1)±2. Define
Line_1 to be the line with maximum number of points as
in Fig. 4(c).
If Line I is located at y = 4j-1, then project all points on
vertical lines positioned at y = (4j-1)+1, (4j- 1)±2 to
Line 1 and find out vertical distance for any two
adjacent points Line 1. Sort all the vertical distances and
let Char_H be the median.
(5). Obtain the image of potential text lines: Do erosion with
SE size to be 1.5*(Char W) x 3 (Char_H), followed by a
dilation with size of(Char_W) x 3 (Char H) to the center
points map. By this way, isolated points, away from other
points by at least 3-(Char H) vertically, are removed.
Further noise removal is accomplished by a dilation of 3
x 3. Fig. 4(d) shows the result.
2) Locate text block T: In order to merge lines into text
block, an erosion is first applied to the image of text lines with
size of Char_W x Char_H. Do the following with respect to
the Block_1, the largest CC located on the Line 1:
(1). Obtain the text block T:
*Extend the CC by Char_H and 2*Char_W to its
top-bottom and left-right borders respectively. Merge
blocks into one if it touches any others.
* To include Chinese poem written (top- below) style,
consider regions right on top of the block and below the
block, ifthere is any block intersects with the region and
its crossing count lies in a range of 0.8 to 1.2 of the
crossing count of Block_1, it will be included in the
block.
* Text block is obtained by further extending the block by
Char_H and Char W to its top-bottom and left-right
borders respectively. The result is shown in Fig. 4(e).
(2). Extract the text: Correspond the text block T to enhanced
painting image, Fig. 1(c), name this image F.
* Use 4 border sides ofF as the marker image and F as the
reference image, do the reconstruction by erosion and
followed by Otsu's binarization. A simple noise
removal, ifthe number ofpixels is less than 3, is applied.
The result is as in Fig. 4 (f).
* If any sides of the marker image had used previously in
Ml of phase 1 reconstruction (cf. A of Section II), a
reconstruction on F will do again with marker image
without those sides. That is to locate characters with
strokes connecting to border side if there is any. The
final result is the combine of the two.
* For the text extracted, a simple sharpening is applied on
R, G, B values to get a better result as in Fig. 1(b).
image (a) has "ju" (*) connecting to border, as a result, the
extracted text in (c) does not include the character "ju". The
second part of step (2) is to recover missing characters. As
illustrated in Fig.5, (b) is the text block T, the mask imageM
is the gray-toned of T. Recall that the top and right borders of
T had been used for previous reconstruction. Thus, the marker
image R is a white image of the same size with exceptions on
points of the bottom and left borders. Those points have the
same values as in M. (d) is the reconstruction result, and (e) is
the difference result from M and (d). (e) is the extracted text
after sharpening.
(a) (b) (c)
lIr3
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Fig. 4 The process of character block. (a) the crossing count N= max{N1,
N2, N3J, (b) the center point map (each point is represented by a 8x8
block here), (c) Line I is indicated, (d) potential text lines, (e) the
text block, T, and (f) the extracted text in black and white.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DICUSSION
The proposed method is implemented on sample images
taken from the book published by Kuboso Art Museum [14].
The dimensions of these painting are quite different, widths
vary from 201 to 514 and heights vary from 267 to 919. Due
to the large sizes some paintings are shown partially. Besides
the example of Fig. I seen along the paper, which shows the
proposed method can overcome the problem of uneven
illumination, we exhibit more examples on Fig. 5-7. Fig. 5
explains how to deal with the case that character connecting
to borders. Text mixed with background is still a challenging
problem. As in Fig. l(a) and 6(a), inscriptions are much
darker than the underneath background, thus the extracted
results are very satisfying except there is a plum bud mistaken
as characters in the middle of the sentence on the left of
6(b). As in Fig.6(c), inscriptions are tangled with vines and
leaves on the painting. The second character from top "fang"
(M) connecting to a leaf on the right, thus it is mistaken as
background. The ninth and tenth characters "you" "yu" (A,
i) and the last four characters are extracted nicely without
the influence of underneath vines.
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In some rare cases, characters may have strokes connecting
to border of an image. Consequently, characters will be
treated as background and removed. As in Fig.5, the original
Although most of paintings have only one text block, in
some cases they may have two text blocks located in the left
and right margins. Consider the corresponding gray toned
image of D2 (cf. A of Section II), define s as the vertical line
coinciding with the right (or left) border of the text block T if
such block is on the left (or right) margin of the painting. The
painting is divided into two parts by s and let I be the one
where T is not in. To complete the task of text blocks
detection, I will be further examined for possible text blocks.
For image I, we first remove background via reconstruction
from the side s only instead of two phases. And follow the
steps described in A, B in Section II to get potential character
lines. For Line 1 obtained in I, the condition that the number
of transitions N to be more than 4.(hlw) must be checked
before merging character lines. Ifthe condition is not satisfied
then there is no text block in I. As in Fig. 7, the poem on the
both sides, date and the name of the painter on the left are all
extracted successfully.
IV. CONCLUSION
A complete study on extracting inscriptions in traditional
Chinese paintings is presented in this paper. Two phases
morphological reconstruction and the center point map due to
vertical alignment characteristic of Chinese characters are
main contributions of our work. The proposed method works
well on the situations of text mixed with background and
uneven illumination. It is also robust to the font size of the
characters. In the future, the color information will be studied
in order to distinguish texts and background more precisely.
The topic of inpainting after inscriptions extracted is also on
the progress. To recover the original painting without
distraction of added inscriptions other than the original
painter is an interesting and meaningful issue.
(b) ~~~(c)
(d) ~~~(e)
Fig. 5 (a) original image; (b) text block, its gray-toned image is used as the
mask image M; (c) text extracted before post-processing; (d) the
reconstructed background and (e) is the final text extracted.
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Fig. 6 (a), (c) original images and (b), (d) the extracted text.
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Fig. 7 (a) original image and (b) the extracted text.
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